
Workplace-Specific Design for your
Mobile Business Environment
The most important component of a workplace
wireless telephone system is the telephone itself.
The telephone must:

• be durable enough to withstand the rigors 
of daily use

• be simple to operate without extensive training

• provide all the features of a wired telephone set

• sound as good as the wired telephone on your desk

SpectraLink Wireless Telephones are the industry’s 
most durable and feature-rich handset for workplace
applications. Only SpectraLink combines 
innovative design with advanced manufacturing 
and test processes to assure handset durability.
Our Wireless Telephones seamlessly integrate with 
the host telephone system to provide advanced
telephone calling features throughout the workplace.

Form Follows Function
SpectraLink Wireless Telephones are designed for
people that need a telephone whenever and wherever
they have to be. Weighing less than six ounces, it’s 
light enough for any mobile worker to easily carry.
The monolithic design has no moving parts or
external antenna so there’s nothing to break or come
loose, and it can be operated with only one hand.
The large earpiece seals out background noise and
provides comfort for frequent or long calls. A
complete set of accessories is available for the
Wireless Telephone, including headsets, carrying
cases, and holsters designed for various types of 
users and applications.

Deskset Features — Workplace Mobility
Wireless Telephones require minimal user training
and administration because they work just like your
desktop telephone, with the same features and
capabilities. With SpectraLink’s exclusive 

LinkPlus™ digital integration technology, the 
Wireless Telephone appears to the telephone 
switch as a wired, multi-line display deskset.
Calling party name display, message waiting 
indication, multiple line appearances, and other
advanced features are delivered to the mobile 
user throughout the workplace.

Breakthrough Voice Technology
SpectraLink’s Wireless Telephone is the only 
handset that uses sophisticated digital spread
spectrum radio technology to communicate with
multiple Base Stations. Our VoicePlus™ technology
combines patented handoff algorithms and digital
signal processing to provide the industry’s best voice
quality consistently throughout the coverage area.
The Wireless Telephone uses low radio power
output and is field-proven to operate without
interference to sensitive devices, including
biomedical, manufacturing, and test equipment.

Unsurpassed Performance — 
Unbeatable Value
No other wireless handset can match SpectraLink’s
Wireless Telephone. The durable, workplace-
specific design of our handset, coupled with
advanced features and patented radio technology,
makes SpectraLink Wireless Telephone Systems the
industry’s most feature-rich and cost-effective 
workplace wireless system available.

SpectraLink Wireless Telephones
Durable, Feature-Rich Handsets for the Workplace



Wireless Telephone Accessories

The following accessories are available from SpectraLink for use with Wireless Telephones:

High-Capacity Battery Pack

The nickel-metal hydride battery pack powers the
Wireless Telephone for a combined four hours of
talk time or 80 hours of standby time.

Quick Charger

Stand-alone battery charger equipped with a 
plug-in AC adapter charges both the Standard and
High-Capacity Battery Packs in approximately
one hour. Includes test and conditioning mode.

Dual Charging Stand

Dual Charging Stand contains slots for charging a
Wireless Telephone and a spare High-Capacity
Battery Pack so that the Wireless Telephone is
always ready for use. Full battery charging is
complete in approximately two hours.

Noise-Canceling Headset

Comfortable, unobtrusive headset designed
specifically for operation with SpectraLink
Wireless Telephones fits securely over the head.
Includes padded earpiece, quick-disconnect
assembly and clothing clip.

Over-the-Ear Headset

Lightweight, comfortable design fits closely
around the ear. Three-point contact ensures
stability and eliminates ear discomfort.
Includes four sizes of user-selectable earbuds 
and an adjustable receiver/microphone arm.

Carrying Case with Lanyard

Carrying Case with coiled cord lanyard and belt
clip fits snugly around Wireless Telephone  and
accommodates SpectraLink headsets. Padded to
endure rugged use. Available in black and high-
visibility yellow and with plastic keypad protector.

Hands-Free Pouch

Nylon holster with metal belt clip designed
specifically for hands-free use with headset.
Wireless Telephone is securely held upside-
down to facilitate viewing display and keypad.

Nylon Pouch

Lightweight, nylon pouch with belt attachment
can be carried on belt or with the over-the-
shoulder strap. Loose fit allows easy removal 
and insertion of Wireless Telephone.
Recommended for office environments only.

Belt Clip (not shown)

Plastic, spring-loaded clip attaches to Wireless
Telephone. Allows handset to be secured to 
belt or clothing.

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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